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"PANTHER "- LATEST' GERMAN 45 TON TANK

Design influenced by the Russians

A 45 ton tank called ’’PANTHER” mounting an exceptionally long 7*5 cm* high

velocity gun is Hitler’s latest production in Armoured Fighting Vehicles,

PANTHER is manned by a crew of five and has already been reported in action against

the Russians on the Eastern Front,

Probably the most striking fnature of this now tank, apart from the gun, is its

very long sloping front plate (see photo) which closely resembles that of the famous

Russian cruiser tank (T* 34) and indeed it would appear that, to a certain extent the

design of the PANTHER’S hull has been copied from the Russian tank, which the Germans

are known to have held in high esteem. In addition-the tracks arc of a new pattern and

as-with the hull design show traces of Ru ssian influence.

Although about the same size as the TIG.A -it is actually about 2 ft* longer - and

embodying many similar mechanical features, r_i is desinged for an entirely different

mole - that of a cruiser tank with a fair turn of and a good all-round performance.

The main armament consists of a new 7*5 ern* (2*95 in*) gun with an overall In tn of

about 18 ft. The gun’s armour piercing performance is in the same class as that the'

8,8 cm, gun mounted in the. heavy TIGER tank.

Alongside the 7.5 cm. gun in the turret is one 7* 92 mm# M.G-. but there is no machine

gun in the front of the hull as has hitherto been the custom in German tanks.

Thickest armour measures 4 inches and is found on the gun mantlet, but the many

sloping plates on the tank, should provide a good degree of immunity from attack and

incidentally' give the tank a. rather streamlined appearance*

The sides arc only about 33 inches thick. This' is not much for a45 tontank and

may prove to be the PHILIPS 1 heel of this new heavyweight cruiser.
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